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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we explored the relationship between the stream-length gradient index over the Kiulu River upstream and its respective landform. The knickpoints derived from stream-length gradient index detected sudden drop in elevation that may be associated with recent tectonic activity over NW Sabah. To illustrate the changes in the stream profile, two knickpoints, F1 which coincided with historical earthquakes, and F2 which showed peak anomaly are selected. The landform over knickpoint F1 showed river diversions whereas the landform over knickpoint F2 showed deep ponding. Both field sites, however showed consistent alternation between rapids and ponding forming a step-like landform where the inferred normal fault is oriented at N40E. The stretched landform over the Kiulu river sites supports an extension setting that may be associated with gravity-sliding tectonics over NW Sabah.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Drainage networks have the potential to record the effects of surface processes influenced by tectonic uplift, lithology, climate and erosion. Recent tectonic uplift over a landform may be elucidated by computing the stream-length gradient index over the stream network to highlight points of anomalous gradient or elevation drop (Chen et al., 2003; Hayakawa and Oguchi, 2006; Troiani and Della Seta, 2008; Hayakawa and Oguchi, 2009; Font et al., 2010; Pérez-Peña et al., 2010; Troiani et al., 2014; Mathew et al., 2016; Menier et al., 2017; Siddiqui et al., 2017). The stream-length gradient index thus has great potential to be applied to tectonically active regions like Sabah.

In Northwest Sabah both compressional and an extensional tectonics occur (Hesse et al., 2010; Hall, 2013; Sapin et al., 2013; Tongkul, 2016, 2017; Wang et al., 2017). It would be of interest to know how these compressional and extensional tectonics affects surface process along several major drainage system in Northwest Sabah. During the last two years, morphometric studies, including stream-length index, have been computed on several major drainage system surrounding Mount Kinabalu, one of which is the Kiulu River Drainage basin. This paper presents part of the finding of this study.

1.1 Study Area

The study area focuses on the Tuaran drainage system which is located at the western flank of the Kinabalu granite (Figure 1). The area is underlain by Oligocene sedimentary rocks of the Crocker Formation comprising of deformed sandstone and mudstone of marine origin that were uplifted during the Early Miocene. The fold-thrust sandstone formed as a part of the greater Crocker accretionary Prism (Hazebroek and Tan, 1993; Hutchison, 1996; Hall et al., 2008; Lambiase et al., 2008). The stream of interest within the Tuaran water catchment coincides with the Kiulu River illustrated as dotted lines in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The location of the stream of interest coinciding with the Kiulu river. The lithology bedrock is homogenously of a heavily deformed sandstone-mudstone bedrock. The studied stream of interest is highlighted by the dotted line interval.
2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

The data applied in this study is mainly 30-m SRTM DEM. The stream is segmented at an interval of approximately 100-m each with Topotoolbox 2 (Schwanghart and Scherler, 2014). In this paper, we compute the established stream-length gradient index (Hack, 1957; Hack, 1973). The equation can be illustrated in the form of:

\[ \frac{\Delta L}{\Delta L_{max}} = \frac{L}{L_{max}} \]

![Figure 2: The stream-length gradient index computation concept from a cross-section and 3-dimensional perspective. The length is derived from the basin divide distance to each point of the reach.](image)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The stream-length gradient index has been computed over the sub-catchments of the greater Tuaran basin (Figure 3). The high anomaly of the stream-length gradient index is plotted in yellow while the peaks as red. At least six significant knickpoints occur along the upstream of Kiulu River. Each knickpoint shows sudden change in river profiles. To illustrate this landform changes, two knickpoints, F1 and F2 are selected, whereby knickpoint F1 coincides with an earthquake of magnitude 3.5, whereas knickpoint F2 is of an anomaly peak.

![Figure 3: The stream-length gradient index at 100-m interval computed over the 30-m resolution DEM. The knickpoints of interest were plotted over the Google Terrain map. Two main sites of interest were illustrated namely field site 1 & 2 (FS 1 & 2). The historical quake data is provided by the National Disaster Research Centre (NDRC) Universiti Malaysia Sabah.](image)

The landform over knickpoint F1 shows heavily sinuous stream with multiple alternating ponding and rapid intervals. In contrast, the knickpoint over field site 2 (F2) shows deep ponding right after the knickpoint (Figure 4). However, both field sites shared the common characteristic of an alternating ponding and rapids interval that is contiguous throughout the stream. The major fault trend of uplift is suggested to orient at N40E at both field sites.

![Figure 4: The landform at the field site 1 suggested highly sinuous stream that may be actively shifted through ongoing landform motions. In contrast, field site 2 shows a significantly deep ponding right after the postulated knickpoint location suggesting a significant downthrown block feature.](image)

In general, both landforms suggested river diversion as a consequence of a minor strike-slip motion that had occurred in tandem with the uplift. Based on the landform morphology and characteristics, the tectonics inferred over the Kiulu river is of an extensional regime (Figure 5).

![Figure 5: The main extension over Kiulu river is suggested by the waterfall feature while the consequent minor extension is highlighted by the rapids. The extension is suggested by the landform stretching morphology over the Crocker Formation sandstone and mudstone sequence. At a site with a greater uplift, the tectonic consequence extent can be discerned through the presence of deep ponding. Deep ponding correlates to a significant downthrown block portion. In contrast, sites with relatively lower uplift, is suggested by shallower ponding-rapids interval that forms part of the contiguous extension. The step-like landform along the river is interpreted to be due to the presence of numerous minor normal faults trending N40E.](image)

4. CONCLUSION

This study has shown that Kiulu River shows extension tectonics based on the landform morphology, where alternating intervals of ponding and rapids occur over the knickpoints. The extension is facilitated by normal faults trending N40E. This extension may be associated with gravity sliding in Northwest Sabah.
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